A quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) due to the force function of MO with the velocity Verlet algorithm using the polystyrene (PS) hexamer was performed to simulate secondary ion mass spectra (SIMS) of the polymer. We assumed that the QMD calculation corresponds to the thermal sputtering process in Sigmund proposal, and tried to analyze experimental mass spectra of PS with size-selected Ar gas cluster ion beam (GCIB) bombardments from the calculated mass spectra, because the Ar GCIB bombardments are considered as the sputtering by elastic collisions proposed by Sigmund. The calculated positive ion mass spectra for PS 6mer from the atomic charge analysis of the fragments at the 5000 MD (2.5 ps) step for total 60 trajectories of 0.77, 0.86 and 0.95 eV energy controls seem to be roughly in accordance with the experimental secondary positive ion results with the Ar + primary ion bombardments. From analysis of energy-dependency (0.43 ∼ 1.03 eV) for the PS model in QMD, the calculated relative intensities of fragments (C 2 H
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Introduction
Already for organic substances, lots of fundamental experiments [1] [2] [3] were performed by secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) using various ion beam bombardment techniques. For these five years, primary cluster and polyatomic ion beam bombarded technologies [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] in SIMS have been used to increase secondary ion intensity, and suppress damages to sample molecules. Among cluster ion beam technologies, gas cluster ion beam (GCIB) bombardment techniques [12] have been demonstrated to be very effective for low damage SIMS. Moritani and coworkers have developed SIMS instrumentation in which the cluster size of Ar cluster ions was selected to adjust the kinetic energy per atom of the cluster ion [13] . They investigated secondary ion mass spectra of polystyrene (PS) thin film using a size-selected Ar GCIB [14] , and showed that the PS surface was bombarded with cluster ions involving 480 ∼ 4600 Ar atoms, and thus had a low kinetic energy per atom (E atom ) between 1.0 and 22 eV. The E atom dependency of secondary ion yield for fragment species of PS could be classified into three types based on the relationship between E atom and dissociation energy of a specific bonding site in PS molecules.
Theoretically, the advanced molecular dynamics (MD) methods with empirical force fields have been quite successful in providing quantitative agreement with high-energy particle bombardment SIMS of organic film adsorbed on a metal substrate [15] [16] [17] [18] , and the bombardment of a polyethylene crystal [19] [20, 21] . Very recent study [22] predicted that the sputtering yield, sputtered species, and damage to the substrate by sputtering from a thin organic PS layer can be controlled using large Ar cluster ions, which suggests that a GCIB could significantly improve the efficiency and performance of SIMS.
On the other hand, from quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) calculations due to the thermal decomposition, our previous works [23] [24] [25] [26] compared the calculated fragments to the atomic mass unit of lignin monomers, dimers, and (PE, PS, PET) polymer models with the experimental results of SIMS. The QMD calculations at the ground state were performed by assuming the thermal decomposition process for the cleavage of chemical bonds of organic substances. The calculated fragments to the atomic mass unit of the organic substances were shown to almost correspond to the experimental results of SIMS.
In the present study, we calculated the positive ion mass spectra of PS model by the QMD, and tried to analyze experimental mass spectra of PS due to size-selected Ar GCIB bombardments with the calculated ones, because the Ar GCIB bombardments are considered as the sputtering by elastic collisions proposed by Sigmund [27] . The GCIB bombardments due to majority of neutral charged Ar atoms induce the direct atomic sputtering and excitations of the molecular motion (rotational motion, and vibration) of polymer chains on outer most surface polymers. After that, the scission of polymer bonds and the desorption of a variety of the fragments may occur through the thermal energy transfer sputtering process (as a process of sputtering) in Sigmund proposal. We assumed that the scission and desorption are involved into the thermal decomposition due to our QMD calculation of PS model.
Computational Method
In our QMD calculation, we used the velocity Verlet algorithm [28] for the integration of equation of motion with time step of 0.5 fs. The potential energy is given from the interatomic force function as the differential calculus of the potential energy by quantum chemical calculation. The force function is obtained automatically from the Hartree-Fock SCF MO calculations of model molecules. The thermal decomposition of model oligomer was simulated by using the velocity scaling method [29, 30] with temperature control method [31] .
The thermal decomposition of PS polymer has been simulated using the model hexamer molecule {H-(CH 2 CH(C 6 H 5 )) 6 -H} by QMD with semiempirical MO AM1 method [32] at the ground state. The sampling position data were carried out up to 2.5 ps (5000 step) with a time step of 0.5 fs. The theoretical positive, negative, and neutral charged fragments to the atomic mass unit for the polymer model were estimated from the net atomic charge analysis of fragments at the geometry-optimization of n times SCF MO calculations at the 5000 MD step for total 40, or 60 trajectories. The calculated fragment products to the atomic mass unit may be compared with the experimental results in SIMS.
Results and Discussion
Let's consider the polymer sputtering process after bombardments of primary inert Ar gas cluster positive ion with a few keV kinetic energy in TOF-SIMS. The bombardments on the outer most surface of the PS polymer sample must be elastic collisions and induce the atomic translational motion and excitations of translational, rotational motion, and vibration as the energy transfer for outer most surface polymers. The scission of bonds and the desorption of a variety of fragments of the polymers through the thermal transfer sputtering process after the bombardment is assumed to correspond to the thermal decomposition process. Thus we are able to compare the calculated positive-or negative-ion fragment spectra of the polymer model in our QMD calculation with the experimental mass spectra in the TOF-SIMS.
Fragmentation of PS simulated by QMD calculations
By considering the thermal decomposition, we simulated the decomposition of PS 6-mer model by QMD method in order to compare with the experimental result due to bombardments of primary inert gas cluster positive ion with a few keV kinetic energy. As an example of data, Fig. 1 shows the snap shots of the thermal decomposition of PS model at 0, 0.5, 1.5 and 2.5 ps at 0.77 eV (9,000 K) energy control. The initial molecule H-(CH 2 CH(C 6 H 5 )) 6 -H cleaves five fragments (C 6 H 6 , C 7 H 9 , C 9 H 9 , C 6 H 5 CHCCH 2 , C 6 H 5 CCH-CH 2 C 6 H 5 CHCH) at 0.5 ps, and decomposes 8 components (C 2 H 2 , C 3 H 3 , C 5 H 5 , C 6 H 4 , 2C 6 H 6 , C 8 H 8 , C 12 H 7 ) at 1.5 ps through deprotonation and reiterative recombination with a H atom, respectively. Fragments at 2.5 ps become 9 components {C 2 , C 2 H 3 , C 3 H 3 , C 6 H 4 , C 6 H 5 , C 6 H 6 , C 7 H 7 , C 8 H 4 , C 8 H 7 } at 2.5 ps through deprotonation, and reiterative H recombination, respectively. The deprotonation and H recombination may cause the difference of atomic mass unit of ± 1 for fragmentations. Table 1 shows the positive, negative, and neutral charged fragments from the net atomic charge analysis at geometry-optimization of n times SCF MO calculations at the 5000 MD (2.5 ps) step for total 60 trajectories of 0.77, 0.86 and 0.95 eV energy controls (20 trajectories every three different energies). We gave the calculated positive ion spectra from Table 1 into Fig. 2 with experimental positive secondary ion spectra of PS bombarded with Ar + ions in Fig 3 a) Fig. 3 a) . In Table 1 , we also calculated the neutral, positive, negative charged fragments of PS model as 93.0, 2.6, 4.4 %, respectively. The ratio seems to approximate to the values considered experimentally in SIMS (In general, the vast majority of the sputtered particle flux is neutral, with secondary ions comprising of the order of 1%).
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Energy-dependency for the PS model
The most interesting point is to discuss experimental secondary positive ion fragmen-tations of PS due to adjusting E atom of 1∼ 22 eV (the energy value denotes for the bombardment of an Ar atom in Ar gas clusters ion) using size-selected Ar GCIB in comparison with theoretical results of energy-dependency for the PS model in QMD calculation especially to obtain microscopic pictures in the process.
In order to compare the calculated energy-dependence with the experimental E atom energy, Fig. 4 showed the MD snap shots of PS 6-mer model at 2.5 ps in the energy control range of 0.43 ∼ 1.03 eV (5000 ∼ 12000 K). It can be shown from the results that decomposed smaller fragments increase with sampling MD data of larger temperature control. In Fig. 5 , we plotted theoretical positive ion fragment spectra of the PS model from the total net atomic charge analysis of all fragments at 5000 MD step for 40 trajectories at three different energy controls of 0.69, 0.86, 1.08 eV ( 8000, 10000, 12000K), respectively. The net atomic charges of the fragments at each 5000 MD step were obtained with the geometry-optimization from n times SCF MO calculations in AM 1 method. We adopted the positive and negative ions of more than ± 0.05 as the threshold of both charge values. In the comparison of the theoretical positive ion spectra (in Fig. 5 ) with experimental SIMS results (in Fig. 3 ), the simulated result at 0.69 eV energy control seems to correspond to the positive secondary ion spectra in the amu range of 91∼ 181 in Fig. 3b Furthermore, in the QMD calculation, we examined the energy dependency (0.69 ∼ 1.12 eV (8000 ∼ 13000 K)) of the relative intensity for six species of fragments {C 2 Fig. 7 . The relative intensity of C 2 H 2 + , and C 4 H 2 + fragments in Fig. 6 occurred from scission of C-C bonds in phenyl groups are seen to decrease with total energy (temperature) of the thermal bath, and the tendency seems to match similar experimental fragments C 3 H 3 + , and C 4 H 3 + in Fig.   7 . The calculated result of fragments for C 3 H 4 + , C 8 H 7 + , and C 9 H 9 + due to cleavages of main chain C-C bonds in PS model may be almost flat to the temperature, as seen in experimental results of fragments (C 2 H 3 + , C 6 H 5 + , C 8 H 7 + ). For the C 6 H 4 + fragment, the energy dependence with the temperature seems to be an intermediate case between both dependencies in the fragment C 9 H 7 + of Fig.   7 . The calculated results roughly approximate to the experimental E atom dependence of relative yields of several fragments with 1∼22 eV Ar energy/atom bombardments in Fig. 7 . 
Conclusion
Theoretical positive ion spectra of PS polymer model in a QMD under the thermal decomposition were compared with positive secondary ion ones using size-selected Ar GCIB bombardments with a low kinetic energy per atom (E atom ) between 1 ∼ 22 eV. Assuming that the QMD calculation corresponds to the thermal sputtering process in Sigmund proposal, we used the QMD due to the force function of MO with the velocity Verlet algorithm. The theoretical positive, negative, and neutral charged fragments to the atomic mass unit for the polymer model were estimated from the net atomic charge analysis of the fragments at the final MD steps of total 40 or 60 trajectories. Thus, we obtained the following things: (1) The calculated positive, negative, and neutral charged fragment mass spectra for PS 6mer are obtained as 93.0, 2.6, 4.4 %, respectively. (2) The positive ion mass spectra at the 5000 MD (2.5 ps) step for total 60 trajectories of 0.77, 0.86 and 0.95 eV energy controls roughly approximate to the experimental secondary positive ion fragments of Ar + primary ion bombardment. Table 1 shows the positive, negative, and neutral charged fragments from the atomic charge analysis at geometry-optimization of n times SCF MO calculations at the 5000 MD (2.5 ps) step for total 60 trajectories of 0.77, 0.86 and 0.95 eV energy controls (20 trajectories every three different energies). We gave the calculated positive ion spectra from Table 1 into Fig. 2 with experimental positive secondary ion spectra of PS bombarded with Ar + ions in Fig 3 a) Fig. 3 a) . In table 1, we also calculated the neutral, positive, negative charged fragments of PS model as 93.0, 2.6, 4.4 %, respectively. The ratio seems to approximate to the values considered experimentally in SIMS (In general, the vast majority of the sputtered particle flux is neutral, with secondary ions comprising of the order of 1%. The net atomic charges of the fragments at each 5000 MD step were obtained with the geometry-optimization from n times SCF MO calculations in AM 1 method. We adopted the positive and negative ions of more than ± 0.05 as the threshold of both charge values. The initial molecule H-(CH 2 CH-(C 6 H 5 )) 6 -H cleaves five fragments (C 6 H 6 , C 7 H 9 , C 9 H 9 , C 6 
